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Magnetizing, charming, fascinating and alluring with what words shall I describe this serene and
cool pleasant Kerala, a charming state located along the enchanting shore of the Arabian Sea. It is
amazingly beautiful and no wonder though small this state receives the footfalls from all the nook
and corner of the globe.

Kerala is a picturesque state with wealth of interesting and alluring tourism attractions, exciting
sightseeing spots, beaches, wildlife parks and sanctuaries, rich culture and traditions, inviting
landscapes with rich flora and fauna, mist kissed hills, sprawling tea gardens and host of many other
wonderful attractions that make it the most sought after tourist destination. No wonder this charming
state is endowed with the magnetic beauty and charm that entice thousands of hundreds of tourists
from all the nook and corner of the world.

On tour or holidays, there are so many alluring places to visit in Kerala but within a limited time it is
almost impossible to visit all of them. So before visiting this state you have to plan and organise
your tour in a very well manner consulting with one of the leading travel and tour operator.

Some of the interesting and alluring tourism attractions that are worth to visit and explore during
Kerala tour are listed as below:

Wayanad

Wayanad derived from the term Vayal mean Paddy while Nadu mean land. Endowed with the
serene natural beauty and alluring tourism attraction, Wayanad is a picturesque hill station known
for its outstanding and magnetic natural beauty. Wayanad is enigmatically blessed with inviting
tourism attractions but among all some of the interesting and alluring attractions that are worth to
visit during Wayanad tours are Chain Tree, Wayanad Wildlife Sanctuary, Kuruva Island, Pazhassi
Tomb, etc.

Munnar

Soak in the splendour of the tempting and inviting landscape, Munnar is a charming and picturesque
hill station, preferred by both family vacationers and honeymooners. It is the must visit destination
on Kerala trips as there is no any other tourism destination in the state of Kerala that can match the
charm and splendour of Munnar, lovingly called Kashmir of the South.

Beside these two wonderful places, there is many other exciting tourism destinations that are worth
to visit and explore during tour to Kerala. If you want to soak in the splendour of the wildlife parks
and sanctuaries you can visit to so many exotic wildlife parks and sanctuaries, backwaters, beaches
and many others. So donâ€™t miss this wonderful opportunity and treasure remarkable experiences to
relish in for long time to go.
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Vicky Gvt - About Author:
Vicky is an eminent analyst and writer in Travel & Tourism related topics. He has authored many
books on tour guide for    a Kerala Tour Packages and   a Hill Stations  in Kerala . Find more
packages at http://www.keralatourpackage.org/
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